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 [rus] This is a discussion on bionx bike interface software 11 [rus] within the Android Programming forums, part of the Platform Programming Boards category; Hi, I have problem with android devloper installation bionx... bionx bike interface software 11 [rus] Hi, I have problem with android devloper installation bionx bike interface software 11 [rus] I have Bionx E-fi 9635BK and also in a link
you gave "There are only 4 keys, Right, Middle, Left and an arrow key" and it is not true because I have more keys like OK, Stop, Start, Help, Radio, Music, et cetera. Can someone help me to see some working sample for this bike interface? Thanks a lot. 2 Answers 2 From the error message it looks like you are not trying to install the bike interface to your phone. You need to have a computer with

X-Code installed to actually have any chance of getting that to work. (The X-Code is a very expensive IDE, its mostly aimed at the development of games for the iPhone and iPod Touch). I've just got a bike interface with the E-Fi 9635BK from Bionx and it works fine with the sample project from the Bionx site. Android is just another mobile OS. It has it's own mobile OS specification so it will need
different development tools than an iPhone or a Nokia. I'm not trying to put the word "Android" on this project, you can still make an app in Java or C# and it will run on any mobile phone. But obviously the phone manufacturer has their own development tools they would like you to use, for example the GUI toolkit they use will be completely different from the standard iOS controls. Edit: Quote: I
also want to be able to handle stops, starts, and music playing on the bike. If this is what you want, there are apps available that can handle this for you on Android. Well, that is very interesting, I was thinking about writing a new application in C# or Java. I have tried this bike interface and it is not working well because of the Android GUI. I want to handle some more bike/car control than just Music

and Stop. I am now building an application for car (and bike) control 520fdb1ae7
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